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Learning Objectives

1) Learn why the CU Boulder Green Labs Program believes that educating 
scientists on this process will help shift culture towards efficient, 
optimized use of research space 

2) Learn about the US federal indirect cost recovery (ICR) rate calculation for 
large research institutions and why space utilization is so important in 
determining the facilities portion of the rate

3) Learn about how the US federal ICR rate process neglects to promote 
efficient use of research space and, in fact, rewards large institutions with 
a higher rate when space is not used efficiently

4) Learn about posters that the CU Boulder Green Labs Program has created 
to promote a culture of efficient research space utilization (To be passed 
around room during presentation)



Poll Question

What percentage of research and 
development (R&D) funding spent by U.S. 
universities in 2020 came from the United 
States federal government?

a. 16% 
b. 32%
c. 53%
d. 87%

Based on data from the National Science 
Foundation (NSF) 
https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsf22312#:~:text=Federally%20funded%20
R%26D%20at%20universities,FY%202018%20to%20FY%202019

& others….

https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsf22312#:%7E:text=Federally%20funded%20R%26D%20at%20universities,FY%202018%20to%20FY%202019


Grant 
Application 

Funding 
Process

Federal 
overhead rate 

calculation 
process

• If an institution is awarded a grant, funds for both direct & overhead costs will come 
that research sponsor’s budget 

• Institutions only receive funding for overhead in connection with awarded grants

Research institutions reliant on grants being awarded to continue to 
get money to support research buildings, staff & other ongoing costs



As a result, significant 
competition between 
universities for top 
scientists 

Attract talent with:
• Offer letters
• Start-up funding packages

…which tends to tell researchers 
what they want to hear ($, 
dedicated space) and misses the 
opportunity to promote efficiency 
& sustainability in science



From EAB Paper on Rightsizing Lab Space Allocations
https://eab.com/research/facilities/resource/rightsizing-lab-space-allocations/

https://eab.com/research/facilities/resource/rightsizing-lab-space-allocations/


Inefficiency means higher overhead rates    
= more $$$ & lack of incentive to change

Federal 
overhead rate 

calculation 
process

NO REQUEST for efficient 
use of research space, 

energy, or water

Leads to inefficient use of energy-intensive 
lab space &, at times, construction of 
unneeded, expensive lab buildings.  

Most US research universities fail to 
periodically review research activity in 

existing labs & reallocate based on 
changing needs.  



Average rise in F&A rates from 2007-2017

Source: http://docs.house.gov/meetings/AP/AP07/20171024/106525/HHRG-115-AP07-Wstate-DroegemeierK-20171024.pdf
which references Council on Governmental Relations (2017, February). 2017 Survey of Facilities and Administrative (F&A) 
Rates Executive Summary. Washington, DC. Available from COGR for COGR members.

https://docs.house.gov/meetings/AP/AP07/20171024/106525/HHRG-115-AP07-Wstate-DroegemeierK-20171024.pdf


Interest by scientists in keeping the rate down

Scientists are facing hyper-competition for funding.

Some granting agencies award total costs independent the rate of the 
institution, but some grants cap the total amount of funds available for 
overhead and direct costs combined.  

The more spent from sponsor budgets for overhead costs, the less 
funding available to provide grants to scientists. 

In general, scientists do not know how the overhead 
rate is calculated and how their decisions affect the rate.  



Indirect Cost Recovery (ICR) 
Rate Calculation

Goal is for co-presentations to be given to faculty (at 
departmental faculty meetings) and other researchers by 

Campus Controller’s Office &
CU Green Labs Program 



Names for overhead costs paid by sponsors

Facilities & 
Administrative 

(F&A) Costs
(FnA and FNA)

Indirect Costs 
(IDC)

Indirect Cost
Recovery (ICR)= =



What is the purpose of a Facilities & 
Administrative (F&A) rate and how frequently is 

it determined?

To ensure that the federal government and other sponsors 
provide appropriate funding for indirect costs, not just 
direct costs.

Negotiation between university & federal government 
presently occur every 3-5 years.  

cogr.edu



Direct Costs Indirect Costs

Costs that can be directly 
connected with a project

Costs not easily connected 
with just one project or that 
serve multiple causes

• researcher salary & fringe 
benefits  

• supplies, equipment, & services 
for a project

• travel for a project
• tuition reimbursement for 

student researchers

• O&M costs
• building & equipment 

depreciation
• library
• interest on research building 

construction bond
• administration

Grants
Over-
head 
rate



Example rate: 56.5% 
Example federal grant: $1,000,000

0.565 x $1,000,000 = $565,000
Ideally, university would receive 
$565,000 for indirect costs.
This is in addition to the $1,000,000 
the scientist has been awarded.

How is a rate applied?

But effective rate is lower since some 
expenses cannot be included such as 
capital equipment purchases and 
subcontracts over $25,000.

A typical effective rate is around 30%.



CU Boulder On-campus Research Rate
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How is F&A rate calculated?
General formula (calculated for a single base year): 
F&A Rate =  F&A expenses supporting research x 100

modified total direct costs (MTDC)

F&A Rate =  F expenses x 100 A expenses x 100 
MTDC MTDC

Two components calculated and added together:
F&A Rate = Facilities % + Administrative %

+

Described in Code of Federal Regulations (CFR): Uniform Guidance in Appendix III to 2 CFR Part 200
(Uniform Guidance replaced OMB Circular A-21, A-110, A-133 & others)

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/retrieveECFR?gp=&SID=86764c31a1e36079da783740555a18ce&mc=true&n=pt2.1.200&r=PART&ty=HTML#ap2.1.200_1521.iii


Administrative Percentage Calculation
Capped in 1991 to 26%

Analysis of costs for: 
*General administration *Sponsored Project administration
*Departmental administration *Student administration

Actual CU Boulder administrative calculated
rate (FY17) for research is 35.42%

Designed by 
Freepik



Facilities Percentage Calculation
Not capped

Analysis of costs for: 
*Building and equipment depreciation *Operations & maintenance of facilities
*Interest paid for facility debt *Library (based on a special study)

The approved CU Boulder facilities % is presently at 30.5% for on-campus
research

However, the actual calculated rate is 35.58%

Designed by Freepik



Space Survey
Space survey is conducted to determine what 
portion of each building is connected to sponsor 
funded research in the base year

Different functionalization codes for different
types of space 



How does space connected with sponsor funding 
affect rate calculation for “facilities” portion?

If a space survey finds that 50% of a building’s 
space is connected with sponsor research 
funding during the base year, then 50% of the 
following expenses for this building qualify 
towards facilities portion of the F&A calculation: 

• building and equipment depreciation
• interest on building debt
• operations and maintenance

Example Building

sponsor
funded
research

other
(teaching labs, 
classrooms, 
breakrooms)



Space connected with sponsor funding 
(continued)

For example, using 50%: 

• $50,000 of $100,000 in building depreciation 
costs applied

• $5,000 of $10,000 hazardous waste applied

F part of rate =  F expenses supporting research x 100
modified total direct costs (MTDC)

sponsor
funded
research

Example Building

other
(teaching labs, 
classrooms, 
breakrooms)



Process lacks request for space efficiency

Expectation is just for reporting space connected with sponsor funded 
research but not whether all that space is needed for the sponsor funded 
research. 

inefficient 
space use 
increases = facilities rate

increases 



For example, the impact of space utilization 
researcher on sponsored funding
grad student, post doc or PI

undergrad
PI with start-up funding

100% of this lab space counts
even though it is underutilized

100% of this lab space counts Less than 100% of this
lab space counts

even though it is better utilized



The university is supportive of efficiency even if it reduces F&A rate 
increases. Efficiency actions such as: 

• Energy and water conservation 
• Efficient use of lab space

Designed by gstudioimagen / Freepik

Efficiency in overhead could help minimize F&A 
rate increases



Help to minimize F&A rate increases (less overhead, higher MTDC)

F part of rate =  F expenses supporting research x 100
modified total direct costs (MTDC)

Bring in more F&A dollars to departments by
enabling more grants in spaces assigned to depts. 

Designed by gstudioimagen / Freepik

Maximizing productivity of spaces could…



Questions?
Kathryn Ramirez-Aguilar, PhD 

CU Green Labs Program Manager
I2SL Board member

kramirez@colorado.edu



www.sustainablescienceadvocates.org

http://www.sustainablescienceadvocates.org/
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